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PROPOSAL 

 

People are thingified, as subjects transformed into objects for consumerism; the 

consumerism of the system itself needs to feed off hopes, time and spaces of 

relation to produce selfless standards under the false illusion of “happy 

development”. 

 

The proposal we are putting forward tries to make us face up to this fact, palpable 

yet silenced by the power of the media’s tricks and fabricated desires. Individuals 

considered solely as potential consumers only to end up being consumed, stripped 

of autonomous movement and transformed into robots in an invisible chain that 

displaces them without any apparent possibility of choice. It is a process of 

communicative destructuration and submission to the routine and 

circumstantiality of work, of categorization in function of productive utility that 

finally ends up being revealed as consumer effectiveness. 

 

The structure and dimensions of the space of representation try to generate a 

space-corporal sensation that would produce an immediate psychological 

closeness with the image projected at real scale: isolated individuals appear 

floating in space, they no longer walk around on foot, they offer no resistance to 

the movement that forces them along, they are not even conscious of being in 

movement. Their bodies have been transformed into mere merchandise which, 



like products in the supermarket, are shifted along on a conveyor belt, no longer 

threatening to anyone. 

 

“Now one is part of the masses yet without seeing the others”.* 

*Peter Sloterdijk 

 

In this image individuals are stripped of the possibility of meeting, they seem to 

have lost their consciousness of their political potential, they are social subjects 

yet isolated and enclosed within themselves by the mass media and the structures 

of power. Who’s looking at who? The former prestige of the social is now going 

through a low moment and it is worth asking ourselves where we have shifted the 

horizon to. 

 

We want to focus on the action of subjects as the key to imbuing meaning to the 

historical process, and that’s why we want to show a realist scene without any 

further device than the movement of the camera. The people who have 

collaborated in the different recordings did so during their working day, leaving 

their jobs and their responsibilities, fully aware of the proposal and reflexive with 

its discourse. 

 

In the exhibition hall a circular movement is favoured, accompanied by the 

subjects – objects of representation. The sounds, at once familiar yet insignificant, 

provide an anchor for our perception in the everyday sounds of the machine, what 

controls everything, what impassively watches the entrance of yearned-for 

dividends. 

 

 



QUOTES TO INTERSPERSE IN THE LAYOUT OF THE PROJECT 

 

“Now one is part of the masses yet without seeing the others”. 

El desprecio de las masas, Peter Sloterdijk. 

 

... history ends not in the freedom of the classless society postulated by Marx, but 

in the lethargy of a narcissistic society that does not question the system. 

El progreso decadente, Luis Racionero. 

 

...we did not come into this world to work, but to develop the potential of the soul. 

Intelligence, sensibility, free will. This is the unresolved revolution, and that’s 

why what’s needed is “power to imagination”. 

El progreso decadente, Luis Racionero. 

 

However much we need magic, ultimately we are afraid of a life that could be 

developed entirely under the sign of true magic. 

El teatro y su doble, Antonin Artaud. 


